
Tower Products Europe produces and supplies printers with
high performance pressroom chemistry, aimed at increasing
productivity. A complete line of innovative founts is
manufactured in The Netherlands. Evidently, you will benefit
from our permanent investment in research and development
and our expert technical support.

By chosing the Millennium HSW-400 EU, the use of alcohol
during the printing proces can be reduced or eliminated. This
enables printers to produce more succesfully and
profitably. 

Millennium HSW-400 EU
Sheetfed fountain solution

// Designed for high speed presses
// Reduced wash intervals
// Strong non-piling
// Strong buffering system against calcium carbonate
// ISEGA approved



Description
Millennium HSW-400 EU is a first class fountain solution for sheetfed presses, 
containing a strong non-piling additive and excellent wetting for alcohol free 
printing. The product has a strong buffering system and will work well in vari-
ous types of dampening systems, which enables fast, clean restarts. 
Millennium HSW-400 EU is ISEGA approved for use in food packaging applica-
tions. 

Millennium HSW-400 EU

Tower Products Europe BV
Rendementsweg 20B-1
3641 SL Mijdrecht
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 297 28 96 91

sales@towerproducts.eu
www.towerproducts.eu

Flashpoint         101 ° Celsius
VOC                    6%
Odor    mild
Appearance bluish green liquid
Conductivity for every 1% of concentrate added, the

conductivity increase will be +/- 350 μS

Spezifikationen

// Always clean the dampening system before changing fountain solution.  
Please use Tower Dynamic Duo System Cleaner.

// Add 3 - 5% of Millennium HSW-400 EU per liter of water.
// Read the Safety Data Sheet before use.

Packaging
Millennium HSW-400 EU is available in 21 kg | 220 kg | 
1100 kg packaging.

Features and benefits

Contains high technology wetting agent for reducing surface tension.
Unique non-piling additive incorporated for the reduction of ink build-up on dam-
pening cylinders and rubber blankets.  
Formulated for the common plates and various dampening systems.
Designed for high speed sheetfed applications.
Strong, unique buffering system against calcium carbonate.
Reduced wash intervals.

Directions of use

Certification
Millennium HSW-400 EU is ISEGA certified.


